
Snacks                                                              Qatlama Patir     •     Vegetable Broth     •     Silken Cheese

               

The Raw and The Cooked

Fugara

Pintade

Hayat

Frozen Forest

A Mount of Soil, A Pile of Dirt

Hokkaido scallop crudo, mountain and sea herbs, 
hand-pressed coconut tiger’s milk, N25 hybrid caviar

poached Pintade, spring herb pesto and curd, 
sesuvium, cracked wheat and chickpea risotto

wagyu beef ribeye, white kimchi, pressed beef jus, 
beurre noisette crumbs

edible soil, single origin chocolate sorbet, 
candied chillies, kiriboshi

vanilla and lime sorbet, pomelo, vanilla oil, nori

pkhali dumplings, communal broth

For more details about 
each course, access the

QR Code above



For more details about 
each course, access the

QR Code above

Nouri from the Arabic for "my light" (نوري), Aramaic for "my fire"(         ), Latin for "nourishment", Korean for "planet" (누리), Japanese 
for "one's mind' (のうり, a Michelin-starred restaurant from Singapore Qatlama Patir Uzbeki layered flatbread with analogues found 
in many other cultures Tiger’s Milk traditionally called Leche de Tigre, the liquid by-product of making Ceviche, traditionally served 
as an accompaniment to the dish Pkhali served as a condiment, a traditional Georgian dish of minced leaves, nettles and cabbages; 
often combined with fresh herbs. A product of central-Asia, silk road exchanges Fugura plural of the Arabic word for faqīr, a term 
traditionally used to describe Sufi ascetics, “desert shamans” Pintade French for Guinea Fowl, a wild African bird of gregarious 
nature recently farmed for its delicious meat Al-Ma'idah* Arabic: ٱ�ائدة, Al-Māʾidah; meaning: "The Table" or "The Table Spread with 
Food" is the fifth chapter of the Quran, emphasizing dietary laws, justice, and guidance for believers in various aspects of life 
including the prohibition of eating land animals during pilgrimage Sesuvium commonly known as sea-purslane, sesuvium is an 
edible coastal succulent common across the globe and widely available in the grounds of Manarat Al Saadiyat Hayat Arabic word 
meaning ‘Life’ or ‘Existence’ حیات Hen of the woods* also known as maitake (舞茸, "dancing mushroom" in Japanese), is a polypore 
mushroom that grows at the base of trees and is renowned for its meaty flavour Beurre Noisette commonly referred to as brown 
butter, is the French culinary term for melted butter that is toasted until it is hazelnut brown Kiriboshi a traditional Japanese food 
made from julienned dried daikon radish.

*pescatarian and vegetarian menus
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What you nourish nourishes you
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